
 

EXAMPLE, Edited by CLA team 

Charity Name Breaking Barriers 

Website https://breaking-barriers.co.uk/ 

Working hours 7 hours - flexi time, 08.00-10.00  

Main point of contact  

Borough’s (e.g. 

Hackney, Lambeth) 

Hackney 

Theme Education, Poverty 
Number of interns 3 

 

Overview of organisation (400 words max) 

Breaking Barriers was founded in 2015 after recognising a lack of effective and 
comprehensive employment support for refugees in London. Our mission is to help refugees 
in London acquire the knowledge, confidence and experience they need to find stable, 
meaningful employment. We offer effective and flexible employment support to refugees in 
London, in direct partnership with businesses that help secure work, progress into better 
jobs, and successfully integrate into UK society.  
 
Our work is designed to address the multiple barriers refugees face in finding employment 
and is delivered under three main umbrella programmes:  
 
BB Employment: paths to employment  
BB Education: English language and skills development  
BB Prospects: specialist workshops, paid work placements and permanent employment 
opportunities with our corporate partners.  
 
Our Employment and Integration Advisers, with help from a dedicated team of volunteers, 
offer bespoke, intensive and flexible employment support so clients can acquire the 
knowledge, confidence and experience they need to secure stable, fulfilling employment.  
 
Support ranges from identifying career-goals, managing job searches and interview 
preparation, to support with longer-term career progression and integration into UK working 
culture. Clients can also access our Education programme which offers comprehensive, small-

https://breaking-barriers.co.uk/


group, refugee-specific English language classes ranging from pre-beginner through to 
Advanced Business English, as well as IT and Numeracy training, all designed to prepare our 
clients for the workplace.  
 
One of the most unique aspects of our approach is our partnerships with for-profit 
companies, including IKEA, Grant Thornton, Western Union and law firms such as Mayer 
Brown and Allen & Overy. These partners offer paid work placements and permanent job 
opportunities, all starting at the London Living Wage. Corporate partner employees also 
volunteer at skill-based workshops and as mentors. These partnerships help refugees gain 
valuable experience working in the UK. It also helps us educate employers on the needs of 
refugees and address any misconceptions.  

 

Placement overview (400 words) 

Provide an overview of what interns will be working on during their placement. This should 
include an overview of the project you have assigned them, the importance of this work (why 
it needs to be done) and how it fits in with the overall strategic goals or specific needs of the 
organisation. It is helpful to include intended outcomes/objectives of the work that interns 
will be working on. 
 
Interns will support us to address a key organisational challenge: how a small charity with 
very limited resources can ensure that our programmes are accessible and inclusive to clients 
and volunteers and increase engagement with these audiences.  
 
Their work will contribute to our ongoing strategic objective to ensure clients and volunteers 
from all backgrounds are able to access opportunities at Breaking Barriers. In the first few 
weeks, interns will be given an insight into the range of support that is offered to our clients 
by Breaking Barriers, this will include sitting in on a workshop, meeting volunteers as well as 
having 1:1 meetings with core team members and fortnightly team meetings (where 
possible).  
 
 The three students will each have their own individual project under this umbrella:  
 
Volunteer Programme:  
 
Objective: to increase the number of overall volunteers we are recruiting, with a focus on 
currently underrepresented groups including volunteers from BME and/or refugee 
backgrounds. The student will design and deliver a creative communications and engagement 
strategy to attract new volunteers in three London boroughs, monitoring and screening 
applicants and placing them into induction programmes.  

 
Key skills/interests: mobilising volunteers, communications/marketing, customer service  

 
BB Women:  
 
Objective: to support the development of a new programme directed at women clients. The 
student will support the design and delivery of a pilot programme aimed at better supporting 
our women clients.  
 



Key skills/interests: programme design, language skills, gender and inclusion  
 
Client engagement in the Education Programme  
 
Objective: to increase client attendance at our free evening and weekend English classes. The 
student will assess the current client experience of the Education Programme, conducting 
surveys with students, and propose changes based on this feedback. They will deliver these 
changes and monitor the attendance over the following months.  
 
Key skills/interests: language skills, education, monitoring and evaluation 

 

What might a typical day working at your organisation, for an intern, look like? (200-400 
words) 

Example, written by CLA Team.  

 

Days can vary across the week for all members of staff – some might be desk-heavy, others on 

your feet the whole day, it depends on the need!  

 

Below is what a typical day for an intern at Breaking Barriers would look like.  

 

Interns will start their day anytime between 08.00-10.00, we operate on a flexi-time system 

which means that our staff can start work between these hours and complete a 7 hour day. 

 

Most days will start with going through emails, reviewing their workplan and identifying what 

needs to be prioritised for the day. On the days that they are in for their weekly placement, 

interns will work with their line-manager to agree on their key objectives for the day and the 

tasks that they will complete.  

 

Mornings will be their time to work on their plan, this will be a chance to review progress since 

they were last in, and to start work on their tasks. There’s plenty of time to have tea and 

coffee, we’re based close to some great coffee shops, but also have a great selection of herbal 

teas for everyone to enjoy!  

 

In the afternoon is when our frontline activity will take place. For anyone working with the 

volunteer programme, this might include attending a corporate partner and delivering a 

training session to new volunteers with the volunteer manager. A great chance to showcase all 

that BB has to offer and how volunteers can make our vision and mission a reality!  

 

For those supporting with our client facing work, they’ll be given the chance to work with our 

clients, get insight into frontline activity and the work we do to support our clients. A great 

chance to meet our brilliant clients and to learn more about the challenges that they face in 

accessing employment opportunities.  

 



The final part of the day will be a chance to wrap up and update their line manager on 

progress against key tasks. It’s a good chance to reflect on the day, and plan for what they will 

be doing when they return the following week.  

 


